Genuine Accessories

Sprinter

Exterior accessories

Wheel accessories

Safety and quality.
At Mercedes-Benz, safety is paramount and we take the same uncompromising
approach when it comes to developing our range of Mercedes-Benz Genuine
Accessories. Perfectly tailored to your vehicle and extensively tested by our
engineers, the products not only make an active contribution to overall road
safety but greatly enhance style and comfort by personalising the interior
and exterior of your vehicle.

The star has always signified allure, perfection and responsibility –
attributes which are reflected in the quality of our Genuine Accessories.
Our focus on design excellence and attention to detail ensures the
performance, style, comfort and safety – all things you have come
to expect of a Mercedes-Benz vehicle.
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EXTERIOR

Exterior.
Your new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter needs to be adaptable as
you. Our Genuine Accessories are designed to provide everything
you need in a mobile work place. Discover practical solutions for
transporting a diverse range of goods – whether large, long, bulky
or heavy. We’re here to ensure you’re ready for every task.
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Carrier systems.
Item number
01 Mounting rail. For more flexibility and maximum benefit: The mounting rails made from aluminium create lots of opportunities to securely and easily transport large or
heavy loads in no time at all. Various lengths available.
C-rail Kit - Short Wheelbase.

A 9108900000

C-rail Kit - Medium Wheelbase.

A 9108900100

C-rail Kit - Long Wheelbase.

A 9108900200

02 Basic carrier bars. Ensures even more flexibility for loading and transporting bulk freight: the robust basic carrier bar made from aluminium can be fitted to any position
of the mounting rails. The basic carrier bar can be locked at the outer caps ensuring maximum possible protection against theft.
Basic carrier bars, one cross-bar.

A 9078900100

Basic carrier bars, three cross-bars.

A 9078900000

03 Cargo basket. Load safety perfection: the light and durable load carrier provides an intelligent solution for roof transportation which deftly combines roof carrier and
basket. Manufactured from corrosion-resistant anodised aluminium, the load carrier exhibits a high level of resilience.
Short Wheelbase.

A 9078500000

Medium Wheelbase.

A 9078500100

Long Wheelbase.

A 9078500200

Extra Long Wheelbase.

A 9078500300

04 Loading roller. Plastic roller with side screw attachment, designed as a loading aid for long items (ladders, boards, pipes, rods).

A 9078510600

05 Ladder rack. Rigid ladder rack with a unique anchorage made from wide and robust tensioning straps with a ratchet mechanism.

A 9078510900

06 Adapter for ladder rack.

A 9075457500

07 High-standing bracket set. Be it rods, pipes or boards: the unique and patented cargo limiter optimally secures cargo.

A 9078510700
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Transport accessories.
Item number
01 Towbar.
907 RWD1. Van (2t)

B 64319090WOS

907 RWD1. Van (St Vehicles) (3.5t)

B 64319092

907 RWD . Van (St Vehicles) (3.5t) (Without Step).
1

907 RWD1. Cab Chassis (2t)
907 RWD . Cab Chassis (2t) (Without Step)
1

907 RWD . Cab Chassis (St Vehicles) (3.5t)
1

907 RWD1. Cab Chassis (St Vehicles) (3.5t) (Without Step)
910 FWD1. Van (2t)
910 FWD1. Van (2t) (Without Step)
910 FWD1. Cab Chassis (2t)
910 FWD1. Cab Chassis (2t) (Without Step)

B 64319092WOS
B 64319094
B 64319094WOS
B 64319096
B 64319096WOS
B 64319100
B 64319100WOS
B 64319102
B 64319102WOS

Trailer wiring.

coming soon

Electric trailer brake controller.

coming soon

Electrical installation kits.

A 9075406405

02 Adapter. For trailer with 7-pin plug.

A 0008211856

03 Tie-down strap. Be it ladders or boards: even heavy objects can be secured in place easily and safely using this lashing strap. It is ideal for use with load-securing rings
and comprises two parts: strap (4.1 m) and ratchet wrench (0.4 m) with S-hook made from steel.

A 9078990100

04 Tie-down eyes, set, set of 2. Tie-down eyes for load securing in the T-slot of the roof rack. Ideally suited for use with the tie-down strap.

A 9078630000

Important information: Applicable Models for 3.5t Towbar. The 3.5t towbar is only available on Sprinters with a GVM of 4.49t or 5t and with dual rear wheels.
Please refer to an Authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans Dealership for vehicle and variant applicability for the higher 3.5t capacity towbar. Not all variants are capable of towing a 3.5t load.
Warning: When towing a trailer do not exceed the permissible Gross Combination Mass (GCM), or the permissible Rear Axle Capacity of towing vehicle.
1

B 64319090

907 RWD . Van (2t) (Without Step)
1

Wiring harness and control unit. Required when fitting towbar.

9
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Exterior accessories and wheel accessories.
Item number
01 Chromed radiator grille. This set of 5 chrome look trim strips for the radiator grille adds a distinctive touch and helps create an individual look.

A 9108881100

02 Fin attachments for bonnet, high-sheen chromed. Fin attachments for bonnet. Electroplated, high-sheen chromed plastic as trim elements for the air inlet grilles on
the bonnet.

A 9078805400

03 Door handle recesses, high-sheen chromed. High-sheen recessed door handles in chrome design provide protection against scratches in the handle recess and offer
a high-quality, individual look.

A 9077603000

04 Tyre pressure gauge. Allows you to carry out a quick tyre pressure check on the road or at home. Supplied with leather pouch.

B 66588140

05 Black valve caps, set of 4. Stylish highlights in a new design. Protect the valves from dirt.

B 66472002

06 Silver-coloured rim locks. Protect your valuable light-alloy wheels from theft: set comprises coded key and four locking bolts.

A 0009905718

Hub caps. Protect the hub from dirt. Available in the following versions:
07 Star with laurel wreath, classic design, blue.

A 17140001255337

08 Star with laurel wreath, black.

A 17140001259040

09 Star with laurel wreath, grey.

A 17140001257P70

10 Titanium silver with chrome star.

B 66470202

11 Himalayas grey with chrome star.

A 22040001257756

12 Black with chrome star.

B 66470200
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43.2 cm |17" 02 05 40.6 cm |16"

43.2 cm |17" 03 07

06 40.6 cm |16"
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Genuine wheels.
Item number
01 12-twin-spoke wheel.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
For vehicles with rear wheel drive.

Wheel: 6.5 J x 17 ET 54 | Tyre: 235/60R17 C

A 90740153007X23

02 6-twin-spoke wheel.

Finish: vanadium silver.
For vehicles with rear wheel drive.

Wheel: 6.5 J x 17 ET 54 | Tyre: 235/60R17 C

A 90740128007X45

03 7-twin-spoke wheel.

Finish: brilliant silver.
For vehicles with front wheel drive.

Wheel: 6.5 J x 17 ET 62 | Tyre: 235/60 R 17 C

B 66560390

04 6-twin-spoke wheel.

Finish: vanadium silver.
For vehicles with rear wheel drive.

Wheel: 6.5 J x 16 ET 54 | Tyre: 205 C/75 R16

A 90740152007X45

05 6-spoke wheel.

Finish: vanadium silver.
For vehicles with rear wheel drive.
For vehicles with front wheel drive.

Wheel: 6.5 J x 16 ET 54 | Tyre: 205 C/75 R16

Finish: Black.
For vehicles with front wheel drive.

Wheel: 6.5 J x 16 ET 62 | Tyre: 235/65 R 16 C

06 6-spoke wheel.

A 90740127007X45
A 90740107007X45

07 Full wheel trim. Brilliant silver finish. The 16-inch (40.6 cm) plastic full wheel trim serves two purposes at the same time: it protects the wheel from dirt and enhances
the appearance of your Sprinter.

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, wheel bolts, valve caps or hub caps.

B 66570023
B 66560733

Because of differences in national regulations, various different versions of each vehicle exist.
Please also bear in mind that vehicle development is permanently ongoing. As a result, not
all of the wheel/tyre combinations shown in this brochure will be approved for your particular
Mercedes-Benz. Your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer has access to constantly updated
information on every Mercedes-Benz wheel, including the relevant technical inspection findings
and licensing conditions, and will be happy to advise you.
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Interior.
Every working day brings new challenges; our range of Genuine
Accessories are designed to ensure you’re prepared for every
eventuality. Whether it be an intelligent navigation system to guide
you safely and promptly to your destination or our robust all-season
mats or protective covers that protect against dirt in every work
environment, Genuine Accessories make the job easier.
Navigation comes standard when 10.25" display is purchased.

01 Hard-disc navigation.

17

01

02 03
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Navigation and media connectivity.
Item number
01 USB power charger. An elegant rapid charger for your mobile. Its intelligent “smart charging” and output of up to 2 x 2.4 A allows you to power up your mobile quickly and
conveniently via the cigarette lighter while you’re on the move. The elegant design echoes that of your vehicle key and blends perfectly with the interior. With protection
against overheating and subtly illuminated USB slots that make the charger easy to use in the dark too.

A 2138202403

02 Media Interface adapter cable. Adapter cable with USB type C connector for connection to the vehicle side and USB type A jack for the connection of a USB flash drive or
an end device with a corresponding cable.

A 1778202901

03 Hard-disc navigation. Save time thanks to modern hard disc navigation and real-time information. Live Traffic Information displays the current traffic conditions so that
you can efficiently avoid a traffic jam, for example. Networked vehicles exchange data with each other via Car-to-X-Communication. You will no longer be surprised by dangers
such as broken-down vehicles and slippery conditions. Navigation comes standard when 10.25" display is purchased.

on request

04 Programmable Special Module | not pictured. The PSM control unit forms the interface between the vehicle’s electrical systems of those of the body manufacturers.
This special module can be used to implement and add specific functions (e.g. working speed control). There are 10 inputs and 20 outputs available.

on request
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Protectors & covers.
Item number
01 Seat covers. These easy-care, breathable protective covers help keep your vehicle in pristine condition. The stretch polyester covers are a perfect fit and are washable
at 30 °C. They do not fade and are crease-resistant and wear-resistant.

on request

02 All-season mats1. Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest design with recessed areas and raised border. The fastening system, patented
by Mercedes-Benz, not only allows the fastening of the driver’s mat in the vehicle in the centre with push buttons, but also guarantees 100% precision fit and prevents
the slipping of the floor mat also thanks to the new fastening of the driver’s and front passenger’s mats.
Driver and front passenger, 2-part, black, without floor air duct, RWD.

A 90768050019G33

Driver and front passenger, 2-part, black, FWD.

A 91068088009G33

Centre mat, 1-part, black, with floor air duct, RWD.

A 9076809019G33

Centre mat, 1-part, black, without floor air duct, RWD.

A 90768058019G33

Passenger compartment, 1-part, black, in crewcab, RWD.

A 90768063019G33

03 Rep mats1. The perfect combination of extremely hard-wearing, durable ribbed material and elegant design. Other advantages: a precision fit, held in place to prevent
slipping, odourless.
Driver and front passenger, 2-part.

1

Other versions for other models on request.

on request
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Load compartment accessories.
Item number
01 Cargo Barrier for Vans
910 FWD. For vehicles with standard roof.

B 64719100

910 FWD. For vehicles with high roof (sales code D03).

B 64719101

907 RWD. For vehicles with standard roof.

B 64719074

910 FWD. For vehicles with high roof (sales code D03).

B 64719075

02 Roof luggage rack, inside

on request

Load securing | not pictured. Clever opportunities for load securing. For securing properly to the load compartment floor we offer you various
solutions. Transport even heavy objects securely and without problems.
Tensioning straps, set of 2. Adjustable strap with fastener – ideal for securing items to the load-securing rings.

B 66560321

Ratchet straps with single-stud rings, set of 2.

A 0008900700

Tie-down straps, single-stud, set of 4.

A 0009980300

Tie-down straps, triple-stud, set of 2.

A 0009980067

03 Rubber Cargo Mat | not pictured. For RWD vans only.
Medium Wheelbase

B 64689060

Long Wheelbase

B 64689062

02

01
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Storage solutions.
Item number
01 Cockpit multifunction box. The multifunction box turns your Sprinter into a mobile office. The box has a writing surface and integral storage
systems as well as the optional opportunity for the integration of a tablet holder (cf. P. 25).
Collapsible crate | not pictured. Folding, anthracite.

A 0008272000
A 2038400020

02 Coolbox. This box in hygienic, easy-to-clean plastic incorporates a 12 V power connection to ensure constant and reliable cooling even on long
journeys. The box can be firmly secured in the load compartment with the aid of the special strap system. It is also easy to carry using the handy
carry straps. The coolbox has a capacity of 16.5 litres.

B 66560300

03 Multifunction box. The practical collapsible crate is ideal for shopping and other transport tasks. It can be folded flat, is waterproof and has a
load capacity of up to 30 kg. When flat, it can be used as a protective mat.

B 66560323

04 Storage box. The robust plastic storage crate creates order in the boot. Small parts, shopping bags or bottles can be securely transported.

A 0008140041

05 Charger with trickle charge function
5 A. Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle’s complex electronic systems.

A 0009823421

Fluorescent jacket, compact | not pictured. Optimising safety: this fluorescent yellow jacket with reflective stripes makes you more visible
to others.

A 0005833500

01 02
03
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05 06 07
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Style & Travel.
Item number
Style & Travel Equipment. These head restraint elements are simple to fit and remove. The modular system centres around a base support which can be combined
with the product of your choice – bag hook, folding table, tablet PC holder or coat hanger.
01 Base support.

A 0008103300

02 Bag hook.

A 0008140000

03 Folding table.

A 0008160000

04 Action cam holder.

A 0008271900

05 Tablet PC holder .

A 0008272000

1

06 Safety case for tablet PC . Incl. protective film. E.g. for iPad Air 2.

A 0005800900

07 Coat hanger.

A 0008103400

2

1

Also compatible with cockpit multifunction box.

®

2

Safety case also available for other tablet PCs.
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Miniature models.
Item number
01 Sprinter, panel van

B 66004163

02 Sprinter, panel van

B 66004162

03 Sprinter, panel van

B 66004160

04 Sprinter, panel van

B 66004161

05 Sprinter, panel van

B 66004158

06 Sprinter, panel van

B 66004159

07 Sprinter, crewbus

B 66004165

08 Sprinter, crewbus

B 66004164

09 Sprinter, panel van, Rugged Edition

B 66006029

01 02
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Sprinter Accessory Brochure
This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany or one of its Group Companies to provide a general indication only of the range of
vehicles, optional extras (for example satellite navigation systems, interface and telecommunication kits), accessories, merchandise and/or products
(together, the range is known as the “Products”) available in various countries. Some of the Products shown may not be available in New Zealand,
or may only be available in a diﬀerent specification. Additionally, some Products may only be available in combination with others. Colours may diﬀer
slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process. Products available while stocks last. Changes may have been
made to the Products since this brochure was printed (October 2018). The information in this brochure is therefore indicative, illustrative and provided
only for guidance and should not be relied upon. For current information on the availability, design, features and prices of Products available in
New Zealand you should contact your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans Dealer.
iPad® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Becker® is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries Incorporated.
Mercedes-Benz New Zealand Ltd, 9 Pacific Rise, Mt Wellington, Auckland 1060. Telephone: (09) 976 7500.

